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During the last throe decades, Romania has developed a strong fertilizer 

industry, both to satisfy the requirements of its agricultural sector and to create 

an expert  capacity. 

While it has followed international technological progress and purchased a 

number of plants ani.1 technologies ,  Renani a has also developed its own technical base 

in term3 of research, engineering consultancy and the construction of fertilizer 

units and has registered a series of original  licences;    as a result,  the country 

had  in its turn succeeded in becoming an exporter of such u'iits. 

The activity developed in  this  field has led to the accumulation of a wealth 

of experience concerning the construction of fertilizer plants where  one of the basic 

and permanent objectives has bee"  the steady reduction of investment  outlay. 

The economic efficiency of v, production operation must be evaluated by an over- 

all economic analysis, encompassing investment and operating costs, which should 

ultimately ensure as high as  possible a rate  of return on capital (constant and 

variable). 

A further question wir oh must be borne in mind in establishing a fertilizer 

industry is whether the  raw nitori -,1s are available  in the  country or whether 

materials  can be imported on convenient terms, without forgetting that some inter- 

mediate  products,  su^h as sulphuric ac-d, are of great import ange to the economy of 

any country, or indeed that fertiliser production itself :s  of vital  importance. 

These factors mean that  individual countries have to adrpt their own approaches 

to the development  of the fertilizer lmustry :uul the adoption of technical solutions. 

The adoption of technical solutions involving minimum investment  outlay is 

particularly important at the present time, since the price  of fertilizer unito 

has  increased considerably during recent years.    Thus m Europe, between 1970 and 

1976, the  price index inc.-eased  b" 69 per cent for ammonia plants and by 78 per cont 

for sulphuric acid plants;    for urea plants, fixed capital  increased by 20 per cent 

within 12 months (1974-1975) 0) (2). 

1.       Choice of technology 

qual 

The choice of technology i«^determined first and foremost by the naturo and 

ity of the  raw materials avaiVvolo*-'* tty*»r% «rtH^fjpnietimos strongly influ influences 

investment costs.    Let us take M an example of this sulphuric acid, which can be 
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produced from nativo sulphur, pyrites, gas from tho production of non-ferrous metals, 

gypsum or phosphogypsum;    the investment costs vary considerably depending on which 

of these is usod. 

In Romania, sulphuric acid uaed to be produced mainly from pyrites and gaso s from 

non-ferrous metal production, which wero at the timo the only sources available, 

although the investment required i3 higher than if native sulphur is usod.    Thanks 

to the recent discovery of sources of native sulphur, it has been possible to 

construct plants for the production of sulphuric acid from this source. 

The same is true for the productior of arnionia, the raw materials for which may 

be natural gas, petroleum derivatives and, cnj±tc  recently, coal;    these different 

sources result in substantial van-irons in capital investment, the smallest outlay 

being required by the use of meth~.no. 

With regard tc the production of couplex fertilizers, the development of tho 

production of nitrephosphate-based complex fertilizers could be  considered, provided 

that outlets are also -vailablc for the sale of calcium and ammonium nitrate.    In 

thi-i regard, Romania has carried out a lar^c-scale experiment by building four 

nitrophosphate plants with a total capacity of approximately 3.5 million tonnes per 

year. 

Taking into account current  prices of equipment and materials for complex 

fertilizer plants, an equivalence has been reached between the capital required for 

a particular fertilizer production iroces" using the phosphoric acid and the nitric 

acid method. 

If a large ammo.úum nitrate plant is already available, a complex nitrophosphate 

fertilizer plant  can bo constructed with lower investment, by integrating thiB plant 

in the production process - between the nitric acid end tho ammonium nitrate plant - 

as has beon done in Romania in the case of three nitrogenous fertilizer plants (soo 

diagram)* 

i 
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Apart from the advantage of smaller outlays, in specific cases where an ammonium 

nitrate plant already exists the construction of a nitrophosphate plant has the 

following advantagesj    it requires no consumption of sulphur and sulphur-based raw 

materials;    the yield of phosphnras contained in the phosphates is 3 per cent higher 

than with the method using phosphoric aoid as an intermediate, while the formation 

of massive phosphogypsum dumps is eliminated.    The calcium carbonate produced as a 

waste product iB successfully used in agriculture as an ameliorator. 

It is obvious that capital outlays vary also nccording to the various technologies 

developed at the world level (comparing those which use the same raw materials), 

depending on their technical level, the production engineering used, the degree of 

mechanization and automation, the performance of the basic equipment provided for in 

the planta, etc.    Thus, all these factors nr.ust be taken into account in an analysis 

before a decision íB taken as to the technology to be acquired. 

2. Location 

Bearing ir mind that location can considerably affect investment costs, close 

attention should be given to this factor.    The optimum location will have to be 

selected following a comparative study which takes into acoount both investment costB 

and the resultant operating costs, auch as the cost of transporting raw materials 

and finished products, utility costs, etc. 

The size of the investment is influenced by the nature cf the site, the costs 

of civil engineering (sjainly required for foundations) and of developing the site, 

and oocita for providing utilities. 

In addition, account must be taken of the need for an infrastructure sufficiently 

developed to enable a fertilizar plant to operate or, if this does not exist, the 

need tc finance it from other sources, since a fertilizer plant cannot support on its 

own the expenditure involved in a costly infrastructure. 

3, Capacita of the units 

It is well known that, on the basis of progrese in technology and production 

engineering techniques, a break-even point can be reached for each unit fren, the 

capaoity peint of view and that, generally speaking, the specific investment doorcases 

with the increase in the capaoity of a production line aocording to a certain 

exponential curve. 

U. 
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There are, of course, constraints of a constructional nature, or related to 

operating problema or losses resulting from possible technical defoots (in other 

viords, the useful life of the units), which limit the tendency of the capacities of 

a production line to increase. 

Some specific figures can bo given as examples in this connexion (3)« 

Installation 
 ]  

Capacity *»f one 
production line 

t/year 

Tonnage of equifcnt 
t/year 

Total      t equipment 

~r      4   . 

Labour 
productivity 
t/year 
empTôyîe 

JL 

Ammonia, using methane 

Urea - conventional process 

- stripping process 

30C 

900 

930 

1 ..300 

2,000 

3,500 

670 

1,300 

50 

86 

209 

323 

300 

3,500 

4,000 

6,000 

In order to benefit from the advantage of a suitable specific investment in 

••*. country v/hcre domestic fertilizer consumption is for the moment still limited, 

considerati on could, be given to increased production with the expectation  of exporting 

the  surplus   in the  first  instance;     reasonable, production capacities abovo  the 

acceptable  break-oven point  could  thou bo  chosen. 

4.      Standardization of installations 

The  standardization o" fovtil'iz.ir units  is  one of the best ways of reducing 

capital investment. 

Under a «lobai plan foi' the  development  of the fertilizer industry,  spread out 

over 15-20  years  in each country,   certain units should be designed which would sub- 

sequently bo  repeated several timos.    In smaller countries where the programme for the 

development   of the fertilizer industry allows for the  construction of only ono or two 

similar units, agreement  could ve reached with neighbouring countries to construe ó 

units of the  same  type. 

The standardization of \unia offers many advantages, among which the  following 

should be  noted ! 

The cost of the licence decreases progressively with each new unit constructed 
and in general is cancelled out after the third or  fourth} 

Consultant engineering costs arc paid only once; 

-i 
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It is  possible gradually to increase national participation in the construction 
of the units, thereby reducing  the  drain on foreign currency; 

Tho money allocated for the acquisition of spare parts, which blocks substantial 
funds,  p.rti   llarly foreign our.enc.y_  is considerably .  duocd; 

Tho experience acquired during the construction ana operation of tho first units 
will make it possible to reduce forei¿?n technical assistance as well as the time 
required to build similar units at  a later dato. 

Production and maintenance staff for lr.tcr units can be trained efficiently and at 

minimum cost in the first unit started up, thus eliminating the cost and problema of 

trainine Buch staff abroad. 

In Romania, an ambitious programme has been adopted for the standardization of 

fertilizer units, the major ones being listed in tho following table: 

Installation 

1 

Ammonia 

Nitric aciJ 

Urea 

Sulphuric acid 

Phosphoric acid 

Specific 
T%v; material 

Me+• liane pas 

P/riteo 

Sulphur 

phosph"tes 

Sulphuric acid 

Complex nitro- Phosphates 
phosphato fertilizers    HNO, 

TSP 

Capacity 
t/dny Licance Specifications 

.1 2 
900 Kellogg 

84C Ip-ochim Combust i on 
¿ atm (abs.), 
NO-NO" oxidation 
11 atffl (abs.), 
absorption 
11 atm (abs.) 

900 Stamicarbon 

300 lAirgx 
600 
300 Iprochim Double 
600 absorption 

180 Ip.Tchim Dihydratc 
P^0C 2 5 

360 Iprochim Dihydrate 
PnCv 2 5 

2,100 Norsk-Hydro Conversion of 
Ca(r.O-) to 
NH.NO: 

4   3 

600 Iprochim 
1,200 
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Standardization involves equipping installations so far as possible with the 

same type of equipment, without this, however, impeding technical progress»   When 

there has been an important advance in the world in the manufacturing technology of a 

product, the efficacy of introducing new elements should be weighed against the 

advantage of repeating installations already constructed. 

It should, however, be borne in mind that technological progress in the fertilizer 

industry has occurred at fairly infrequent  intervals, thus ensuring a certain 

stability, from the point of view of structural changes, although it has led to the 

introduction of new techniques and processes of the following typest 

Application of roasting techniques in fluidi zed beds for the calcination 
of pyrites in sulphuric acid plants; 

Introduction of double catalysis for the conversion of S« to S,f 

Ammonia combustion and nitric oxide absorption under pressure for the 
manufacture of MO.; 

Introduction of centrifugal compressors in ammonia-urea synthesis; 

Utilization of the stripping process for the production of urea« 

5.     Participât i ,io.n b,Y M*!?*»1? in, W« ^nrtr"*!0»!of 

manufacturing installation» fertilizer 

This ia one of the more effective ways to reduce the costs of fertilizer 

manufacturing installations, particularly the foreign exchange required. 

Romanie's experience in this field shows that national engineering consultancy 

burer.ux of .^îteivî   ses mint frost  '-e sot i./> vhinh will a 1*1 P. j .liat .v    l./u:  proparj-.t ' on of 

studies for fertilizer manufacturing installations, drawing initially on assistance 

from countries that have made progress in the field, or specialized international 
pi>;an.'.z.itj!v.-'.s su ¡h .::* ITÎTTO. 

ï'tT tl-.ö smaller "o...,.-,. i 32 .   :,;.bSo t./pes  or consulta;.0/   .ureaua could be Bet up 
in association with neighbouring countries or within economic associations or organiza- 

tions.   While this approach is certainly easier to follow in the more advanced develop- 

ing countries, with the help of other countries it can and should also be adopted in 

any country that hr.s a broad forward-looking programme for the creation of a national 

fertilizer industry. 

Once a national consultancy organization has been set up, it oan start with 

civil engineering studies and then take part in the preparation of studies for the 

process installations, with the eventual aim of doing all the engineering so that 

imports will be limited to the lioence only and possibly the basic engineering. 

i 
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In Romania, for example, complex nitrophosphate fertilizer installations have 

been built with only part of the basic engineering being purchased.    We are now 

building the first urea installation, whir 1 will use the stripping prooess and have 

a capacity of 1,300 tonnes/day, uitder the same conuitions.    In that way it has been 

possible to seve large amounts of foreign exchange, since the price of engineering 

studies has increased greatly in recent years.    The participation of a consultancy 

bureau of the buyer's country in the design work for fertilizer plants provides, 

besides the reduction in the cost of the installations, many advantages such asf 

- Acquisition of equipment directly from the manufacturers without the 
intermediary of the foreign engineering firm, at prices reduced by 
I5-2C per cent, with the ability to choose equipment not only for 
prioe but  alao above all for quality. 

- The use in engineering studies made by bureaux of the buyer's country 
of techniquec suited to specific local conditions or to material 
available on the local market.    It is also possible to work more 
effectively with local building and equipment assembly enterprises 
and to make greater use of the national potential of the country in 
the construction of equipment. 

- By carrying out engineering stuaies, the national bureau can      •       ...   • 
subsequently provide some of the technical assistance, replacing 
the foreign supplier in the commissioning of the installations. 
This produces large foreign exchange savings, given the exorbitant 
prices asked at present for this type of service. 

For example, Romania drew on foreign technical assistance only for its first 

Kellogg ammonia installation;    subsequent installation were built and commissioned 

exclusively by Rom ..nian technicians. 

The same happened with the complex nitrophosphate fertiliser installations, 

which were built  and commissioned by Romanian technical personnel, with only a small 

quantity of fore ir a technical assistance, and that for the first installation only. 

The foreign comparir provided a limited quantity of the basic engineering.   The foreign 

personnel did not participate at all in the other three similar complex fertilizer 

installations, and this led to considerable foreign exchange savings and a reduction 

in investment costs. 

Another advantage of nationals participating in the preparation of studies for 

fertilizer factories is the training of national specialized technicians, whioh 

facilitates the transfer of technology and know-how to the developing oountry - a 

basic requirement today. 

>L 
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Thie procedure naturally implies greater responsibility for the buyer, and 

risks that he must  share with the seller. 

In Romania's experience over the past I5 years 3ince the firm adoption of suoh 

a direction for the development of the fertiliser industry, the ooncluaion to be 

drawn is that the procedure usually works out to the benefit of the buyer. 

The construction of fertilizer installations under these conditions has ltd to 

a considerable reduction in foreign exchange expenditure and has given results that 

are entirely satisfactory, and in some cases even superior,  in reapeet of performance 

and operational safety, conpared with the situation where the engineering was provided 

eltirely by the seller. 

In comparison with an installation with a capacity of COO tonnes/day of ammonia 

which was almost entirely imported, for example, the foreign exchange expenditure 

was reduced by lb per cent  (in current  prices) for an installation built in Romania 

under the conditions outlined above (/,). 

6.     Participation in technical progrese 

The participation by a country itself in the establishment of its fertilizer 

industry, as was mentioned in section 5, also offers the great advantage that the 

transfer of technology from the developed to the developing countries takes place 

more rapidly and more thoroufhly, while the buyer is able to contribute to the 

development of his industry and to technological progress in general.    The following 

example is taken from Romanian experience! 

The process and equipment used for the technology of manufacturing nitric acid, 

which was acquired a few years ago from a foreign firm, Has improved in Romania.   The 

result was a reduction in the cost of the installation and an improvement in the 

technical performance indicators, as can be seen from the following table« 

Indicator Unit 
Init ial 

installation 
Improved 

installait ion 

Capaoity 

Weight of equipment 

Inoluoingl    stainless steel 

Acid concentration 

N0x content of final gas 

Power consumption 

tonnes/day 

tOBBM 

tOBAM 

% 

PPn 

kV'h/tonne 

750 

1,045 
817 

58 
300 

10 

820 

835 
600 

bO 

200 

5 

J 

± 
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Because of the large quantity of stainleB» steel uoed in nitric acid installa- 

tions, which are usually imported by all the developing countries, the reduction in 

the weight of the equipment implies a red- -tion in the cost of the installations and 
in the foreign exchange required. 

7. Rational choicee regarding the degree of automation, of inat allât ions 

The degree of automation of installations must bt treated differently from one 

installation to another, depending on the technology.    It is to be decided mainly in 

the light of considerations concerning the safety of the installations - particularly 

in the case of ammonia, nitric acid ano urea installât ione - and the means required 
for proper control of the process. 

The reduction in operating personnel made possible by a higher degree of automa- 

tion of installations as a result of the introduction of sophisticated technique» 

inevitably leads to an increase in the cost of the installation.   When a reduction 

in personnel is being considered, allowance must be made for local conditions and 
certain social factors, etc. 

It must alao be borne in mind that a higher degree of automation of installations 

than i» strictly required by the process presupposes the existence of staff qualified 

to operate and maintain the installations, and also personnel highly specialized in 

the operation and maintenance of the automatic systems.    Otherwise, the additional 

expenditure for the aystems will have been useless, and the automated operations will 
soon be abandonee vy the operators. 

8. The choice of the best he choice of the best way to ejiaurs a satisfactory degree 
f environmental protection 

The possibility of environmental deterioration caused by fertiliser plants is a 

serious, and in some areas of the world even alarming,  problem.    In recent years, the 

problem has beer the subject of numerous studies and mieli research, and has resulted 

in a series of restrictive measures stipulated by national legislation (8). 

The size of the problem has been stressed by UKIDO, i/hioh organised an Expert 

Oroup Mestine on Minimizing Pollution from Fertilizer Plants at Helsinki in I974. 

Measures to protect the environment fro» pollution by fertilizer plants often 
involve high investment costs and muet ' e chosen carefully (7). 

U- 
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To reduce SC0 emissions into the atmosphere from 3ulphuric acid plants, for 

example, double catalysis may be used, which requires an additional investment of 

some 10-12 per cent.    For fertilizer plants, where the rimnoniura sulphate or phosphate 

can be put to profitable use, ammonia absorption of tr<? +?il gas containing S0?, 

followed by acid decomposition of the ammonium sulphite-bisulphite solution, is a 

competitive technique (5)  (6), and, under certain conditions, the investment costs 

are lower than those incurred in using double catalysis. 

Another example is the recirculation of the contaminated cooling water of a 

nitrophoBphate-'br.sed complex fertilizer plant where the discharge of harmful 

substances in the effluent, or the danger of infecting the soil or ground water, must 

be avoided.    Comparison of two methods used in Romania - the use of a 30 ha cooling 

pond, and the use of cooling towers with a smaller pond for the fluorine salts - 

shows that the first method costs 5c per cent more than the second (3)  (9). 

Another factor that may influence greatly the reduction of environmental 

protection costs is the setting of reasonable limits on the content of harmful 

substances in gases released into the atmosphere and effluents (7) (8)1    a very high 

but unnecessary degree of purification can be extremely e: penBive. 

The storage of enormous quantities of phosphogypsuiii is another problem of conoern 

to the manufacturers of phosphoric acid (wet process).    According to numerous studies 

made in Romania, at the present  level of technological development the question whether 

full use can be rande of this waste product under satisfactory economic conditions has 

not been answered.    Neutralized phosphogyr urn may be used, in limited quantities for 

the improvement of arid land.    Deposits of phosphogypsum can be used as an underlay 

for a layer of Boil 0.5-O.é m thick and subsequently used for agriculture, this being 

the cheapest way at present  of disposing of this particular waste. 

9«      Sources of finance for the construction of fertilizer plants 

One way of providing sources of finance is the attraction of foreign oapital, in 

the form of joint companies with less than 50 per cent foreign capital so that 

decisions are governed by the local partner. 

In Romania, the possibilities and conditions for the creation and operation of 

joint companies are the subject of legislation. 

U- 
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Por this type of «concaio activity tob« possible, conditions that favour and 
aro suit ab 1« for th« operation of joint companies must be or« «tod.   In ouch oonpanies, 
the developing oountry «ay reoeive the nominal oapital fron the foreign partner in 
the fora of a transfer of teohnology and engineering Mrvioea for the conetruction 
of the fertiliaer plant. 

In Roaania, a deoree of 1972 governs the conditions for the formation, organisa- 
tion and operation of joint ooapaniee, and the legal status of and facilities 
available to euoh ooapaniee (10)* 

Another poasible souroo of finanoe for the construction of fertiliser plants is 
tho procurement of credits fron firms or count rise that have technologies and tre 
able to build euoh plantia^undtr conditions where the oradlts are paid off in raw 
n&tcriala, intermedia*« promts (MHy H^, NAP) or in end products manufactured 
in the plant for which the oredit was granted.   This is one way of increasing the 
aelior's responsibility to the buyer by interestirg the seller in the satisfactory 
performance of the installation built, so that the oredit granted will be repr.id 
more rapidly. 

'its requirement in this regard whioh beoame evident at the meeting of the 
Working Oroup on Contrats and Insurance for Perti?.iser Plants (Vienna, 
14-17 February 1978) could be met in this way. 

IH  
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